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Abstract. The use of vocabulary in the online news headline can reflect the ideological orientation of 
the online news media. This article randomly collates more than 1,000 online news headlines from 
Sohu, Sina, NetEase, Tencent and other online media from 2018 to 2020. First of all, this study use 
questionnaire to understand the use of online news groups and distribution, to determine the 
effectiveness of research. Then use lexical theory to extract the key words in the headlines, the 
extracted vocabulary will be classified from the semantic perspective. And then this study use 
quantitative and qualitative method to analysis the vocabulary, thus, this study observe the distribution 
of the different types of vocabulary. On this basis, the purpose of this article is to explore the different 
types of vocabulary in the headlines and the current social ideology reflected by them. Therefore, some 
new theoretical references can be put forward for the cutting-edge subjects such as media linguistics, 
sociolinguistics and so on, and can also further probe into the current Chinese social ideology and 
outstanding social problems. 

1 INTRODUCTION  

The understanding of the relationship between language and mind began in the philosophy of language 
from19th century. People always believe that thinking determines language, and different national 
thinking will produce different languages(Bao Wen, 2007).  

By the middle of the 20th century, Sapir-Whorf hypothesis put forward a new argument for us 
(Bao Wen, 2007). Language also plays a decisive role in thinking model: most people with different 
languages have different thinking (Bao Wen, 2007). The ideology mentioned in this paper is actually 
a reflection of national thinking model.  

As for the definition of ideology, this paper will not elaborate on it. To sum up, ideology mainly 
includes three aspects: firstly, People’s ideology, including literature, art and other kinds of ideology; 
Secondly, People’s social ideas and thoughts; Thirdly, People’s thoughts, ideas and attitudes in society 
and political life (Tang Shuiming, 2019).  
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In the current Chinese society, the promotion of mainstream ideology is facing opportunities and 
challenges. online news and ideology are closely related, and they are interactive and integrated. online 
news has the attribute of ideology, and ideology is the essence and core of online news. online news 
should have an ideological position to provide material support for strengthening the construction of 
mainstream ideology in China Carrier and spiritual support. 

Online news, as a medium to spread ideology, especially in the new media era, plays an extremely 
important role in ideology communication. At present, in order to attract readers’ attention, the online 
news media use a variety of language skills in the news headlines (Gu Hui, 2013). vocabulary is the 
building material of language, and the vocabulary in news headlines plays an important role, which is 
the language element that directly attracts readers. Therefore, through the vocabulary analysis, we can 
observe the different roles of different online news media in the dissemination of news. This research 
also make quantitative and qualitative analysis of the vocabulary in the online news headlines to get 
the current development trend of online news media, so that we can observe the current situation and 
transformation of social ideology. 

2 INVESTIGATION ON THE USING AND UNDERSTANDING OF ONLINE NEWS 

Online news, as the corpus and research basis of this article, which is news from the network platform 
and mobile client. It is news information received by readers through the online news media. It pays 
attention to the customized needs of users for information, and has the characteristics of fast update, 
fast transmission, wide range and large amount of information. 

What is the concept of online news in the eyes of Chinese citizens? How many people know about 
online news? Although the online news will appear in our life every day, how many people will pay 
attention to or read it? If so, what are the main groups that use and pay attention to online news? In the 
era of online news, will the readers be attracted by the headlines of online news, so as to read? Can 
vocabulary be the main reason why the headlines of online news attract readers? Whether the groups 
who pay attention to and read online news are influenced by their language habits and ideology With 
many questions, we specially designed an online questionnaire. 

Finally, this study collect a total of 270 questionnaires , of which 150 are valid. This study use 
SPSS 19.0 to analysis the questionnaire, we almost get the conclusion consistent with our guess.  

In the process of the questionnaire, this study designed about 15 questions, which are respectively 
related to: Age/Occupation/Gender/Education background/Whether to understand online 
news/Whether to accept online news push/ Whether to have reading habits/ Ways and means to obtain 
online news/ the reasons to attract readers to read online news/Whether to learn new knowledge 
through online news/ Whether reading online news can learn neologism/ Whether reading online news 
can affect ideology and understanding of society/ what are the interested online news/ Whether the 
vocabulary in the headlines can be the reason to attract their reading/Understanding of online news 
media. By using SPSS 19,0 statistical intelligence analysis of the survey results, we draw the following 
conclusions: 
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There are 60.0% of the samples are “post-90s”; There are 84.0% of the samples are “students”; 
There are relatively more “women” in the samples, accounting for 79.3%; More than 80% of the 
samples are “undergraduate”; There are 54.7% of the samples know online news, and 35.3% of the 
samples don't know much; There are 71.3% of the samples have the habit of reading online news; 
There are 90.7% of the samples will receive the automatic push of online news; There are 60% of the 
samples choose to read the “mobile phone automatic push” online news; There are 74% of the samples 
will choose to always receive the push when playing QQ, Wechat and other APP; The proportion of 
reading online news because of a hot event is 54.7%, and 25.33% of them read the online news because 
of the more stimulating and sensitive words in the title (including name, gender, number, etc.). 

Through the above data, this study basically determine that the object of this study is the post-90s 
ordinary undergraduate and above education group, which is the most energetic and the most flexible 
group in the social group, and also the most important and the most potential group in the social labor 
force. According to the survey, although many people have the habit of reading online news, more 
than 90% of the readers are automatically pushed by the network and passively receive the network 
information.  

To some extent, this study suggest that online news is delivered by language, and the most direct 
information received by readers is actually the vocabulary in the title. As a language element, 
vocabulary is pushed and implanted into this group by online news. This study discuss whether it will 
affect this group ideologically and what kind of influence it will have.  Before that, this study make 
several tables confirm the data as shown in Table 1, table 2 and table 3. 

 

Table l: Analysis of survey data on"Internet new that can attract readers' interest in reading" 

From table 1, it suggests that the vast majority of readers will be attracted by hot events or 
sensitive vocabulary, which will be directly presented through the language in the news headlines, 
which is also the most direct concern of readers. Therefore, our research basis and research object are 
correct, and our guess is scientific and reasonable. 
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Table 2: Analysis of the types of online news readers are interested in  

From table 2, it confirms that most readers are interested in hot events or sensitive vocabulary, 
and the classification of online news interest is consistent with the results shown in Table 1, which 
further confirms the scientific nature of this study. 

 

Table 3: Analysis on how readers view online news 

From table 3, it explains that more than half of the readers think that the use of words or language 
in the headlines of online news will affect their understanding of society and their ideology. There are 
also many people think that the online news in a lot of false information, should take measures to 
restrict or regulate. The results of this survey provide the basis for our following papers, and also 
confirm the significance of this study. 

3 CORPUS ANALYSIS OF VOCABULARY IN ONLINE NEWS HEADLINES 

In order to observe the influence of online news headlines on readers and the social phenomenon and 
ideology reflected by them, we need to master a large number of online news headlines. For the study 
of this issue, we can learn from the article “Research on the lexical style of sina micro news headlines” 
(Zhang Huimei, Jiang Songyu, 2016). This article collected about 150 news headlines from Sina Weibo 
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in July and August 2016. The author makes a lexical segmentation of 150 titles, and gets about 495 
effective words, including quantitative words, female words, male words, star names, passive phrases, 
professional words, verbs and so on. Through quantitative analysis of the words, the author gets the 
social ideology reflected in the news pushed by Sina Weibo. Although this article studies the related 
issues from a relatively new perspective, the scope is not wide enough, and the research method also 
has some defects. On this basis, this paper sorts out more headlines of online news media as the corpus 
basis, and makes a more extensive study of the social ideology reflected by online news headlines and 
their vocabulary. As shown in Table 4, we can see the source and distribution of our corpus. 

Table 4: Source distribution of online news headlines 

Source Collection time Number of titles 

Tencent News 2019.12-2020.5 250 

NetEase News 2019.4-2020.7 200 

Sohu News 2019.2-2020.5 220 

UC news 2019.4-2020.7 200 

Sina News 2019.2-2020.4 200 

Phoenix News 2019.4-2020.7 200 

People's daily 2019.4-2020.7 200 

Today's headlines 2019.4-2020.7 200 

Table 4 shows the source distribution of online news headlines vocabulary extracted from 
the online news headlines from the perspective of semantics. As for the cognition of vocabulary, the 
current view has been more consistent. After the 1980s, people’s view tends to be the same. They think 
that besides covering all the words in the language, vocabulary should also include fixed phrases. 
Generally speaking, vocabulary in linguistics include not only words, but also language units 
composed of words, whose nature and function are equivalent to a vocabulary, which also are fixed 
structures, such as idioms, abbreviations and proverbs (Fu Huaiqing, 1985). The definition of 
vocabulary needs to start from the nature of words. Vocabulary is the building material of language. 
For vocabulary, as a building, its function is to form sentences, so as a sentence making material, it is 
the function and nature of vocabulary. Therefore, the definition of vocabulary is: vocabulary should 
be the sum of all words in a language and all fixed structures equivalent to the function of words. 
Idioms and idioms belong to the scope of vocabulary because they have the nature of vocabulary (GE 
Benyi, 2001). From the perspective of vocabulary theory, the vocabulary extracted from the online 
news can be divided into the following categories. 

3.1 Four character words 

The four character words we judge here should meet three conditions: firstly, the words should be four 
syllables; secondly, we should meet the requirements when we define the words, that is, the fixed 
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structure equivalent to the role of words and words. Then, it should be an important part of the title, 
that is, an important unit of sentence making. According to these three conditions, we divide 
vocabulary into the following categories 

3.1.1 Idioms and proverbs 

nán yǐ zhí shì 、jiāo tóu làn é 、sǐ ér fù shēng 、bú kān rù mù 、yì xiǎng bú dào 、chūn xiāo yī 
kè 、bú zé shǒu duàn 、jiā pò rén wáng 、yǒu fù zhī fū 、hǎo hǎo xué xí 、chì jiǎo shàng zhèn 、
zú bú chū hù 、shī xìng dà fā 、xiān qì sì yì 、yī bǐ yī huá 、xuě shàng jiā shuāng 、dǎn dà bā
o tiān 、tán hūn lùn jià 、rú zuò zhēn zhān 、jué dì qiú shēng 、bú shǒu fù dào 、jù zhòng dòu ō
u 、mò shì jiàng lín 、jué jiā pāi dàng 、hán shā shè yǐng 、shī shēng tòng chì 、shēn xīn zhòng 
chuàng 、yù yǎn yù liè 、lián tōu dài piàn 、wáng mìng táo yì 、yī shān bú zhěng 、qíng yì miá
n mián 、dǐng fēng zuò àn 、dà xuě fēn fēi 、chì bó shàng zhèn 、guāi qiǎo kě ài 、chóng yáng m
èi wài 、sān qǐ sān luò 、xiù huā gōng fū 、méi kāi èr dù 、máo gǔ sǒng rán ，xīn líng gǎn yīng ，
fù zhài lèi lèi ，bú rěn zhí shì 、mǎn tóu bái fā 、zhòng mù kuí kuí 、bǎo jiā wèi guó 、féng niá
n guò jiē 、zhòng huò xīn shēng 、wēn xīn tí shì 、màn miào shēn zī 、fū bái mào měi 

We randomly choose 52 idioms from the news headlines of the online news media to analyze. 
From the above corpus, this study find the news headlines convey more negative information than 
positive information. Most idioms convey the emotional value of derogatory meaning, such as “nán yǐ 
zhí shì 、jiāo tóu làn é 、rú zuò zhēn zhān 、jué dì qiú shēng 、bú shǒu fù dào 、jù zhòng dòu ōu 、
mò shì jiàng lín ”et al. 

3.1.2 New phrases 

From the four character words we randomly extract, this study finds that new phrases usually have 
several characteristics. It is closely related to news hot spots, such as: zhōng guó gāo tiě\xiào yuán b
ào lì \dān mài tiān shǐ \nǚ quán wèn tí \lùn wén chá zhòng \hǎi guī qiú zhí \zào yīn wèn tí \shén 
xiān yán zhí \liú liàng míng xīng \zhōng guó yóu kè \shì jiè jì lù \zuì měi zhǔ chí \jiàn měi guàn 
jun1 \kǒng bù zǔ zhī \chāo jí yīng xióng \shēng mìng měi róng \mài yú xī shī \bā máo biàn hóu  

Most of them are related to negative news, such as: xié zǐ bī hūn \shēng huó shē háo \chén mí 
wēi bó \zhōng shēng tān huàn \yǐn shí cuò wù \xià zhī tān huàn \xíng mǎn shì fàng \fáng chǎn jiū 
fēn \chí dāo wēi xié \yè huì liǎng nǚ \piàn qíng huái yùn \gū dú chǎn zǐ \pī tuǐ chū guǐ \lù biān ná
n chǎn \chèn wù dǎ jié \tóng yóu guò yè. 

The vocabulary related to social economy, politics and other fields, such as: tè zhàn duì yuán 、
lì zhèng qǐ lì 、shì sǐ hàn wèi 、zhèng xié huì yì 、gōng kuǎn zhāo dài 、zhōng yìn biān jiè 、
mào sǐ hù jiù 、hé fǎ quán yì 、yōng bào yán hé 、fǎng huá zhī lǚ 、gòng xiǎng dān chē 、nóng 
yè lì rùn 、dān chē dōng mián 、rén jun1 huā fèi 、nián rù bǎi wàn 、tiān jià jī piào  

The vocabulary related to emotion, such as: wú fǎ dàn dìng/shuā xīn sān guān / fàng fēi zì w
ǒ 、suì mò cuī lèi / lìng rén jīng tàn / dà hū shàng dāng / hūn hòu shēng huó / jiān chí mèng xiǎng 
/ nì háng kuáng bēn / shēng mìng tōng dào / tóng nián huí yì . 
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It is composed of neologism, such as: jiù wǒ gǒu mìng / zhǎng tuǐ xī jīng /guò qì lǎo gǒu / hù 
xiàng shuǎi guō 

“gǒu mìng /lǎo gǒu” don't mean dogs. Nowadays, people with negative emotions usually call 
themselves dogs and shuaiguo means shirking responsibility from each other. 

From the above, this study claims the four character words in the online news headlines ar 
widespread. These words are an important part of the online news headlines, which may be the topics 
involved in the news headlines, or other major components. From the four character words, it shows 
the value orientation of the online news transmission. 

3.1.3 Female appellation vocabulary 

In the discussion of this group of words, this study admits that there are overlapping places between 
female appellation words and four character words, but this is not the content of this paper. We only 
need to observe the extracted words related to female appellation in the text, thus to classify and 
analyze the vocabulary of female appellation, and to facilitate us to see the present situation of female 
appellation words in the headlines of online news, which can help us to observe the ideology of society 
towards women.  

Women’s problems have been studied for a long time, but it is a new attempt to study women’s 
appellation words in online news headlines. Female appellation vocabulary is defined as a collection 
of appellation words for women in this study. As follows: 

In terms of age: 33suì měi nǚ /dī líng nǚ hái /zhōng nián shǎo nǚ  

In terms of identity: nǚ dà xué shēng /měi nǚ bó shì /nǚ lǎo bǎn /nǚ bó shì / 

nǚ xīng / nǚ jiāo shī/nǚ jiǔ tuō /wǔ jǐng xiǎo jiě jiě / kōng jiě /lǎo bǎn niáng /nǚ zhǔ bō /nǚ jià
n shēn jiāo liàn /fěn sī jiě /nèn mó / nǚ quán shǒu /bàn niáng tuán / 

shēn zhèn mā mā 

In terms of family life: mā mā /qī zǐ /lǎo pó /dān qīn mā mā/ mǔ qīn /  

yùn mā/ yùn fù /nǚ ér / xí fù / qián qī/ shǎ qī/ shuāng bāo tāi nǚ hái / dān shēn nǚ / 

qī nǚ 

Common appellation: nǚ shēng /nǚ zǐ /nǚ hái /nǚ wá /dà jiě /nǚ ér /nǚ yǒu / 

lǎo nǎi nǎi / xiǎo nǚ hái / shǎo nǚ / nǚ xìng  

New Internet words: shén xiān jiě jiě/ shā diāo shǎo nǚ/ xiǎo jiě jiě/ xiǎo gōng zhǔ / yú yī yàng 
de nǚ hái/ míng yuán/ xī shī/ huá yì měi nǚ/ líng xiá cī nǚ shén/  

gāo lěng nǚ shén/ méng mèi zǐ/ xiào huā/ bái fù měi/ nǚ zhǔ  
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From the number and types of women’ appellation words, this study suggests that women are 
likely to be the important objects of online news attention and reporting. Most of the women’ 
appellation words appear in the headlines as subjects or topics of news headlines. In order to attract 
readers, the media often take women’ sex issues as the important content of reports. 

3.1.4 Male appellation vocabulary 

Male appellation words refer to some words that express male appellation in online news. Compared 
with female appellation words, the number and types of male appellation words are less. 

zhēn hàn zǐ / hàn zǐ / bú dǎ zhēn yé yé / nán zǐ/ bīng gē gē / guì dì gē / 90hòu xiān ròu nán yǒu / 
jǐng chá shū shū/ nóng mín gōng xiōng dì / mín gōng/ ér zǐ / dú shēn nán hái / diē/ fǎ guó nán zǐ / nán 
wǎng yǒu/ zhàng fū/ nán bó shì/ xiǎo huǒ/ xiōng dì/ yōu zhì nán/ nán hái/ lǎo bǎn/ nán zhǔ bō/ xiǎo 
shuài gē/ nán xìng/ sī jī fù qīn/ bǎo cáng nán hái/ dāi méng zǒng cái/ fó xì nán qīng nián/ nán shēng/ 
xiǎo huǒ/ yé yé / yòu tóng / xiǎo gē  

In terms of classification,this study finds the male appellation vocabulary is not as rich as the 
female appellation vocabulary, which is difficult to distinguish from age and identity. We can still see 
from the above male appellation that many used in the online news headlines are contemporary 
neologism, such as: xiān ròu nán yǒu /bǎo cáng nán hái /nán zhǔ bō /fó xì nán qīng nián. From the 
use of male appellation words in online news headlines, it can be seen that men are less concerned 
than women in society. 

3.1.5 Quantitative vocabulary 

The use of quantitative vocabulary in news headlines can become an important factor to attract readers, 
but the specific research on quantitative vocabulary in online news headlines is very rare. This paper 
studies the quantitative vocabulary in online news headlines, aiming to observe the units of quantity 
in quantitative vocabulary, classify and analyze the units of quantity. 

Time quantifiers: 21nián /34nián /5gè duō yuè 、sān tiān 、110nián 、liǎng gè yuè 、5tiān 、
350wàn nián 、31rì 、152nián 、wǔ fèn zhōng 、qī shí nián 、liǎng nián 、9zhōu nián 、shí sì gè 
xiǎo shí 、3.6wàn nián 、bǎi nián 、sān gè yuè 、sān fèn zhōng  

From the perspective of time quantifiers, time quantifiers appear in “year, month, day, hour, 
minute and second”, but most of them are “year”. The numerals related to “Nian” are relatively large, 
many of which are collocated with “Wannian”, which may reflect our attention to ancient and future 
events and phenomena. 

Age quantifiers： 

16suì /23suì /91suì /35suì /5suì /56suì /17suì /7nián /q ī  xún /14suì sh ǎ

o nián /55suì /1suì /13suì /2suì /79suì /18suì /50 suì /19 suì /40suì /26suì /101suì 
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From the perspective of age quantifiers, there are more age quantifiers for teenagers (14-25 years 
old), followed by those under 10 years old, those over 70 years old, and the least age quantifiers should 
be between 30-50 years old. From the extraction of age quantifiers in news headlines, the problem of 
teenagers is still prominent, and it is also easy to cause social concern. 

Money quantifiers： 

2yì/38yuán/3958yuán/1.5wàn/50wàn35kuài /1001860wàn /7800wàn /1060wàn 

From the perspective of money quantifiers, the money quantifiers in news headlines are almost 
different from other words, and they all use Arabic numerals to express numerals. Secondly, the 
amount involved is relatively large. 

Other quantifiers 

47gè/25zhǒng/500liàng/yīcì/yībèizǐ/30fèn/39.38dù/4.4jí/60céng  

There are a wide range of Quantifiers in news headlines, and there are only two ways of 
expression, “numerals (Arabic numerals / Chinese characters) + quantifiers". Through our corpus, this 
study confirms that the numerals represented by Arabic numerals have an absolute advantage, which 
is in line with previous studies. However, through our collation and classification of quantifiers, this 
study clearly get the conclusion that the number of words represented by Arabic numerals has an 
absolute advantage There is a tendency for online news media to convey topics of interest to readers 
through quantifiers in the headlines of online news, and it mainly involves three prominent social 
phenomena and problems: age, time and money. 

3.1.6 Neologism 

Neologism refers to words that have just come into being, or that have not been used for a long time 
(Ge benyi, 2000). There are different views on the age of neologisms in lexicology, and most scholars 
believe that neologisms have been produced since the late 1970s. The neologism should be the words 
about 20 years of reform and opening up (Jiang Songyu, 2015). There are a lot of neologism in the 
headlines of online news, and even many neologism have not been produced for a long time. Here are 
some examples of the Neologism collected： 

xiǎo gōng yé /jǐng zhuī cāo /chū guǐ /D shè /hēi dòng /lóng xiōng /zhēn rén bǎn /lā hēi /lán xu
è yuè /péng yǒu quān /bào hóng /gōng zhǔ bào /qián rèn /zhěng róng /chuī pí /xióng hái zǐ /xiào p
ēn /PK/nǚ dé bān /miǎo shā /qǔ shèn /qiǎng jìng /dú jiā /diǎn zàn /huǒ /hōng zhà zhī fáng /gōng luè 
/chūn yùn /wǎng gòu /cháo pái /cǎo gēn /nì xí /dǎ liǎn /chū guǐ /yán zhí /wàng fū yǎn /fó xì /lǚ há
ng qīng wā  

From the above neologism, we can realize that the emergence and development of neologism 
used in online news headlines is not long. Many scholars have sorted out this kind of neologism, and 
studied their characteristics and development trend. This paper will not elaborate on it. By sorting out 
the neologism in the headlines of online news, this study finds that the things concerned by online 
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news are relatively new, and the ways of communication are relatively new, which has a certain role 
in promoting the spread and development of neologism. But the existence of neologism is a double-
edged sword, not all neologism should be absorbed by the mainstream language, many neologism will 
develop into our basic vocabulary in the process of development. 

3.1.7 Stimulating verbs 

Most of the verbs used in online news headlines are stimulating. Here we use the word “stimulating” 
to name this kind of verbs, because there are a lot of such verbs in online news headlines, which 
stimulate readers’ desire to click and read, so as to make the news seem irregular and make the news 
events exciting. Here are some examples of stimulating words: 

chū guǐ /dòu ōu /rè wěn /hé tǐ xiàn shēn /qīn mì nán yǎn /jī zhàn zhèng hān /biàn tài /gè zhǒng lí
ng rǔ /cán bào /shòu háng /shòu huì /tān wū /ōu dǎ /zhàn jiē /bèi pàn /tuō guāng /péi shuì /lù rǔ gōu /t
àn shǒu wǔ xiōng / 

There is no doubt that most of the above words are derogatory words. From the above survey 
results, the audience of online news is mostly young people, which is the most dynamic and plastic 
group in the society. 

3.1.8 Professional vocabulary 

The scope of professional vocabulary is wide. In the narrow sense, it includes personal name, place 
name, unit and other special words; in the broad sense, it also includes professional language. 
Professional words are widely used in online news headlines, so it is difficult to classify them 
completely. According to our analysis of the corpus, this study suggest that the professional words 
used in online news headlines mainly involve the following types：Star name/ Location name/ Institute 
name/ Sports vocabulary/ Political vocabulary/ Media Vocabulary. 

From the above categories, the number of star names is the largest. The function of online news 
in the dissemination of entertainment news is extremely powerful. In its news headlines, star names 
are often used as intuitive topics, with high repetition rate and high effectiveness. Compared with this, 
although the mainstream information of the country exists in the online news headlines, only the 
extremely hot news related to the country and society can be reflected in the headlines when we analyze 
the corpus. From our analysis, a large number of popular professional vocabulary is a major feature of 
online news headlines. The spread speed of professional vocabulary is slower than that of general 
vocabulary. The phenomenon of using professional vocabulary in online news headlines seems to be 
in line with the guidance of mainstream social ideology. 

Above all, this study classify the words extracted from the online news headlines, from which we 
can see the characteristics of the online news headlines in terms of word selection and language style.  
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Most of our online news audiences are teenagers. As the most direct language form to convey 
news information and promote ideology, what kind of influence will the use of words have on these 
people? What kind of social ideology can we observe through the study of online news headlines? 

4 THE SOCIAL IDEOLOGY REFLECTED BY THE VOCABULARY IN THE HEADLINES 

OF ONLINE NEWS 

Ideology is an important part of Marxist historical materialism, which has always been the focus of 
academic research. The construction of socialist ideology is an extremely important work, which is the 
great cause of the country’s mind and the nation’s soul. Xi Jinping (2013) stresses at the National 
Conference on propaganda and ideological work:“whether we can do well in ideological work is 
closely related to the future and destiny of the party, and is related to the long period of stability and 
national unity and centripetal force.” The Internet provides a new way for the dissemination of socialist 
ideology, enhances the new potential of the construction of socialist ideology, injects new vitality and 
brings new changes (Li Changdou, 2017). 

 Jiang songyu (2016) confirm that in the online news platform, the propaganda of mainstream 
ideology is inferior to that of non-mainstream ideology, but how to find a balance between the two is 
an important content that we should study in the current era. The influence of the dissemination of 
mainstream ideology lies in the transmission of mainstream values, the guidance of value orientation, 
and the cohesion of social consensus. The non-mainstream ideology also uses the Internet platform to 
render, forming the “internet mob” effect, and producing negative public opinion guidance on some 
focus events (Ding Feifei, 2015). Most of our online news is delivered by non mainstream ideology, 
which is most directly reflected in the use of its vocabulary in the news headlines. 

Yan Qin (2019) states the download volume of official news clients is weaker than that of 
commercial Internet media clients such as Sohu and Netease, and the coverage rate is lower. Chinese 
Internet names are more willing to make negative comments than positive ones. Micro media not only 
affects people’s daily life, but also affects people’s ideas and ideological construction. Of course, social 
ideology also reacts on the lifestyle of micro media, which has a normative guiding role. (Zhu 
Yuanyuan, 2017). 

4.1 The ideology of linguistic pluralism and social pluralism 

News headline is an important part of the media language, the use of online news vocabulary is 
diversified, the current media language is in the development stage, there are many problems are 
inevitable, but we can also see the positive aspects. In the process of using different words, the title of 
online news reflects the novel expression of online news and its tolerance to language. In fact, from 
the perspective of social language development, we have to admit that it is very difficult to make the 
headlines of online news “credible, expressive and elegant”. The current richness of language use is 
unimaginable, which is closely related to the openness of society. online news headline is an important 
embodiment of the rich use of language, such as its extensive use of four character words and 
neologism. These language phenomena are the result of the development of social openness, and of 
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course they will also have a negative effect on social development, making us feel that the degree of 
social openness is getting higher and higher. 

However, most of the existing research on the online news is extreme, that is, the language use 
of online news is too vulgar and extreme. For example, the research on the language of online news 
headlines has summarized the following anomie phenomena. “Low style, causing the audience reverie; 
deliberately using words related to lust, violence ; mystifying, stimulating the audience’s emotions; 
using words, punctuation or numbers to express exclamation; tampering with the title of the original 
text, serious distortion of the news; taking out of context..." (Feng Bo, 2019). These phenomena do 
exist, but from the perspective of language and social development, unilateral criticism is not enough. 
We should treat this problem rationally and see the openness and development of this society from the 
vocabulary in the headlines of online news. 

4.2 Ideology of gender equality 

In the process of sorting out the corpus, this study suggests that the number and types of female 
appellation words are much more than male appellation words. The number of female vocabulary in 
the headlines of online news shows that there are many female problems, and the attention of female 
problems is relatively high. Relatively speaking, male problems may not be as prominent as female 
problems. There are more types of female appellation words than male appellation words, which 
indicates that female problems are more likely than male problems in society. We must clarify one 
point here.  

This paper discusses social problems through the language phenomenon in the headlines of online 
news. It does not mean that men’s problems should not be taken seriously in social life. On the contrary, 
we think that based on the current situation of gender equality, men’s problems may not be taken 
seriously as women’s problems. The gender appellation words in the headlines of online news also 
represent that our attitude towards gender issues has changed. Our gender appellation vocabulary is 
usually further spread through the online news headlines, and the banter and openness of language will 
not really cause the attention of male and female problems in the society. However, through our 
research, we clearly realize that the gender appellation words in the headlines of online news represent 
the prominent problems of women and men in the society. It also indicates that the current social 
ideology on this issue is open and pluralistic, and the comparison between female appellation 
vocabulary and male appellation vocabulary shows that the current social ideology of paying attention 
to women is still the mainstream, but its development trend is still worthy of further discussion. 

4.3 The ideology of worshiping numbers 

It is not a novel phenomenon that a large number of quantitative words are used in the headlines of 
online news. In the process of sorting out the corpus, we found a lot of quantitative words. After 
classifying the quantitative words in the online news headlines, we found some rules. The quantitative 
words in the headlines represent the number of age, time and money. At present, our society has almost 
entered the digital age. 
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The number of age quantitative vocabulary may reflect the aging problem, youth problem and 
children’s problem. The audience of online news is mostly teenagers, and our survey results show that 
teenagers’ quantitative vocabulary has an absolute advantage in quantity and type. Time quantity 
vocabulary means that the current society is more about the past and the future, which may conflict 
with the phenomenon of “living in the present”. The biggest feature of money quantity vocabulary is 
that the number is large, which not only easily attracts the attention of the audience, but also we can 
further understand that the emergence of long-term large amount of money quantity vocabulary will 
affect the audience’s misunderstanding of the current social currency and material life. 

On the whole, the current social phenomenon in the online news headlines expressed by numbers 
is more common. What we can feel is that there is an ideology of worshiping numbers in contemporary 
society, which is closely connected with people’s life. The large use of quantitative vocabulary in the 
online news headlines will, to some extent, promote the development of the audience’s digital worship 
ideology. 

4.4 Ideology of seeking universal stimulation 

In the above study, this research specifically listed the stimulating verbs, including pornographic verbs 
and violent verbs.The stimulation in social life, expressed through the headlines of online news, is 
actually a kind of language stimulation. Language stimulation can stimulate all aspects of social life. 
The stimulating verbs in the headlines of online news are not only the direct expression of language 
stimulation, but also the reflection of stimulating people in social life. At present, this kind of verb is 
widely used in the headlines of online news media, which reflects the extreme social ideology. There 
is no way for ordinary things to attract attention and become news. The current phenomenon of Party 
headlines is to stimulate ordinary events, so as to attract the audience. In the long run, the development 
of language and social ideology stimulate each other, and the audience further stimulates the news, 
that is, the social phenomenon, and then habitual stimulation. The final result is to turn the current 
stimulating events into ordinary events, and the audience further pursues stimulation.  

5 CONCLUSION 

Online news affects people’s daily life, but also affects people’s ideas and ideological construction. Of 
course, social ideology also reacts on the existence of online news, which has a normative guiding role. 
From the perspective of sociolinguistics, this paper studies the vocabulary in the online news headlines, 
extracts a large number of words from the headlines and analyzes them. The vocabulary in the 
headlines is divided into four character words, female appellation words, male appellation words, 
quantitative words, stimulating verbs and neologism.   

It not only probes into the lexical features of the online news headlines, but also makes a further 
analysis from the following aspects. This article explores the current social ideology in vocabulary. 
From the research point of view, the audience of online news is mainly young people, and most of 
them are receiving college education. This age stage is the easiest stage to establish their own social 
ideology, which must arouse our attention. The phenomenon of online news headlines does reflect the 
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prominent problems in the current society. These problems are the part of the current social ideology 
that advocates to pay attention to and solve. Based on the previous social ideology research and online 
news headlines research, this paper combines the two to explore the social ideology in the current 
network era and new media era. 

The cultivation and dissemination of mainstream ideology is one of the main contents of current 
social work. Although the social ideology of online news headline dissemination is not the mainstream, 
its impact on social ideology is more obvious because of its wide audience and rapid dissemination 
speed. We can see from the vocabulary research in the online news headlines that our work in this area 
is still in its infancy, our research in this area is not deep enough, and our policy in this area is not 
complete enough. Although this research find many problems relate to the current ideology, we still 
have a long way to go to solve them. These problems are also the focus of media linguistics and 
sociolinguistics. The foundation of this paper is not solid, and the research methods are not mature 
enough, especially in data processing, there are still some problems. We are looking forward to the 
emergence of more relevant research, more use of quantitative, qualitative, synchronic, diachronic 
research methods for interdisciplinary research, so as to further promote the development of the field 
of media linguistics. 
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